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rtfognized Huerta shall assume the
character of provisional governors
there, and li!d local elections after
those citizens elected to t!ie hiph na
tional offices, according to the fore
said provision, have already taken pos
session of their posts to fulfill their
duties."

PRESIDENT TEL LS CARRANZA HE
MUST

GIVE

m ARANTEE

FOR LIFE

SUIT IS FILED FOR CHARGE AGAINSTONE KILLED AND

PROPERTY OF THE IERTISTAS

GENERAL AMNESTY AND PEACEFUL
TRANSFER

INSISTED

POWER

OF

UPON BY WASHINGTON

LEADERS

Carbajal Ready to Turn Over All Power
to Constitutionalist Chief.
TEXT OF PLAN

GUADALUPE

OF

IS PUBLISHED

Washington government that he Intended to retire In Carranza's .favor
was conveyed
to Secretary ' Bryan
former mem-be- i
Jose
Castellot,
through
of the Mexican senate.
One of Carbajal's frrst acts wss to
order the release of all political prisoners. The American government's
attitude toward recognition of a. .new
administration in Mexico hinged upon
tho possibility of an agreement between the federals and the constitutionalists. Should Carranza make a
convention with the commission sent
frcm Mexico City to Guadaljara, then
the terms of the Niagara protocol
would be consummated and recognl-to- n
would be extended after claims
growing out of the revolution had been
settled.
However, if the contending factions
failed to agree, and Carranza insisted
upon fighting - his way into Mexico
City, the American government would
withhold recognition until fater elections had taken place. Details of the
much discussed "plan of Guadalupe,"
the constitutionalists' platform, were
made public here today. The plan
was drawn up In Coahuila state, in
and the
March, 1913 by Carranza
group that opopsed Huerta's accession
to power. It follows:
Plan of Guadalupe
"Whereas, General Huerta to whom
tho constitutional president Don Francisco I. Madero, had entrusted the defense of the institutions and, legality
of his government, has, in uniting with
the rebel enemies in arms against the
same government in order to restore
the former dictatorship,, committed!
an act of treason to raise himself into
power by imprisoning both the president and the vice president and his
secretaries and demanding by violence
their resignations, which fact is con
firmed by messages the same general,
Huerta, addressed to the governors of
the states telling them that he had
imprisoned the chief magistrate and
the cabinet;
"Whereas, the legislative and judi
ciary powers have recognized and supported, against the yaws and constitutional provisions. General Huerta and
his unpatriotic and illegal proceedings,
.
and,
the?'
governments
"Whereas, some olj
of the state's functions have recogniz
ed, the illegitimate government set up
by that part of the army which accom
plished the treason under the leadership of General Huerta in violation of
the sovereignty of these same states,
which governments should have been
first in disavowing him, we, the undersigned, chiefs and officers in command
of the constitutlonnallst
army, have
agreed to and shall sustain by force
of arms the following plan:
Huerta Repudiated
"General Victorian Huerta is hereby repudiated in his character pf pres:':
ident of rthf republic?
"The legislative and judicial powers
of the federation are hereby also repudiated.
"The governments of such states as
shall continue to recognize the federal
powers, forralng the present administration 30 days after the publication
of this plan are hereby also repudia.

Disrupted Plans for Settlement
Takes Leisurely Way to Puerto Mex-- ;
Fleeing
ico Following Evacuation of .Guaymas Food Is Distributed to Starving Natives Three Forces Are
Fighting for Possession of Seaport.

Huerta's Tenacity Has Twice
nt
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Washington, July 17. The United
Elates continued today to exert Us
'
influence with. General Carranza to
bring about an immediate cessation of
hostilities and an. agreement with the
Carbajal government for the peaceful
transfer of power at Mexico City to
the constitutionalists.
John R. Silliman, personal representative of President Wilson with
Carranza, received further instructions urging him to impress on the
constitutionalist chief the advisability
of giving guarantees for the protection of the lives and property of those
who had supported the Huerta government. Besides endeavoring to obtain a general amnesty, representations oni;behalf of the clergy in Mexs
ico now In disfavor with the
Mr.
have been made by
Silliman. Jose Castellot, representaCarbajal,
tive here of Francisco
Huerta's successor, was occupied dur-- r
ing the forenoon sending dispatches
Jto Mr. Carbajal detailing the results
with.
Secretary
jof his conference
Bryan and the South American medin ators.
I
Commission to Effect Transfer
came
advices
Definite official
,
through Mr. Castellot that the com-mission of three constitutionalists,
which started from Mexico City on
with Carransa,
Wednesday
was authorized' fVnegotlktO iWlffr him
. for the transfer of the government at
.Mexico City. It is probable that it
, would be two or three days before the
jpmmissIon, on account of the inter-- "
ysifi
rujted communication, will be able
to reach Carranza.
,.
"On the outcome of the conference
end the assurance grven by Carranza,
as to an amnesty and the adjustment
of claims will depend whether recognition will be accorded Carranza by
the United States at once, or whether
euch action will be indefinitely delayed.
Mr. Castellot later recived a message from' Provisional President Carbajal declaring that he would make
'
ho further, appointments of members
o the cabinet and that be had chosen
General Velasco as secretary of war
merely that the army should babe a
directing head.
"Although the United States cannot,
of course, recognize the Carbajal government," said Mr. Castellot. "I know
that Mr. .Carbajal is anxious to restore
good relations with the United States,
as well as to bring industrial peace
to. Mexico. He has sent the commission north to talk with Carranza directly in order that no time may be
lost in arriving at a settlement.
The three men he has chosen have
been conspicuous supporters of Ma-dero in the Mexican congress and
have been in o bscurlty in Mexico
City during the Huerta administration.)
They are close friends of Mr. Carta-constl-tkmallst-

,

,
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1

jal and, of course, very intimate with
Mr. Carranza, so naturally I am very
hopeful that they will be able to arrange for the peaceful transfer of the
government .''
Mr. Castellot revealed that during
his stay in the United States in the
last three months he had been secretly. endeavoring to arrange for the
transfer of the government at Mexico
City, but that the tenacity of Huerta
had twice disrupted his plans
Looming up as an ultimate .complication in the situatron is the proposed repudiation by Carranza of the
financial obligations incurred by the
Huerta regime. Since that administration was recognized as legal by the
powers of Europe, every effort will
be exerted by them to maintain the
validity of the claims of their subjects.
Carranza May Repudiate Huerta Debts
While Carranza has given notice of
his intention to repudiate such debt,
there is some confidence in jd'ifrcv
matio circles here that he will not.
care to invite the disapproval of "Europe at the very beginning of his administration, and it is being suggested
that an international commission to
adjudicate such claims will be formed. The powers of Europe may withhold recognition
until they receive
definite assurances as to how such
claims are to be treated.
The Spanish government is already
active in seeking to have restored the
property of their subjects driven out
The ambasby the constitutionalists.
sador had a conference with Secretary
Bryan today. Later Minister Noan of
Argentine also discussed Mexico with
Mr. Bryan.
.
, (,
Peace in Prospect.
Administration officials saw peace
looming today on the horizon of Mex-ican politics. Francisco Carbajal's in'
formal state in ent" to tire Wash in gton
to retire
hef'ifitended
that
government
In favor'of Carranza, constitutionalist
chief, and Carranza's announcement
that he was willing to negotiate with
the federals for peaceful transfer1 f
pewer In Mexico City was regarded
as practical assurance that the era
of bloodshed was near an end.
Carbajal, Huerta's successor, seeks
a proclamation of general amnesty for
forces which fought against the northern armies. The revolutionary Junta
in Washington doubted that Carranza
would grant this.
From bis headquarters in Monterey,
Carranza announced his plan of conducting negotiations for the establish
ment of the constitutionalist govern
ment in Mexico City without further
sacrifice of life. He declared, however, that unconditional surrender
would be the only basis of parley.
Carbajal Will Retire
The statement of Carbajal to the
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'In order to organize the army
the accomplishment of
cur purposes, we hereby appoint as
first chief of the army, which Bhall be
named the 'constitutionalist,' Mr.
Carranza, governor of the
'
state of Coahuila.
"When the constitutionalist
army
occupies Mexico City, Mr. Venustiano
Carranza, or whoever may succeed
him In command of the army, will be
appointed ad Interim head of the exe
cutive power.
"The ad interim president of the re
public shall call a general election as
soon as peace is established, delivering the power to the man who shall
be elected.
"?ueh citizens as set as first chiefs
of the constitutionalist array in those
states where the governments have
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On Board United States Ship Call

fornia, Lapaz, .Mexico, July 16 (via
wireless to San TMego, Cal., July 17.)
The federal evacuation of Guaymas
is complete. The last of the garrison embarked southward tonight with
their horses and accoutrements on the
six steamers and four towing schoon
A provisional government has
ers'
been established.
In accordance wjrh the armistice
arranged several .fiays ago the citizens of Guaymas were disarmed today. The federal mmes planted at
strategic points; orf the outskirts of
the city were exploded, with const!-- '
tutionalist officers as witnesses.
The first act of the new administration was to ; relieve the starving
population by the distribution and
sale of foodstuffs
f,The peaceful exchange of governmental authority was facilitated by
Captain Magruder- - of the United
States cr.uiser Raleigh. Constitution
alists will formally occupy Guaymas
on July 18.
The federal steamers will stop at
Mazatlan, Manzanillo and Sallna Cm?,
Three-- ForcesFight for Port
Heayy fighting is reported today at
Acapulco, where three factions of the
Mexican
forces,' constitutionalists,
federals and Zapatistas, have become
embroiled over possession of the seaport. Rear Admiral Howard, commanding the Pacific fleet, has dispatched the cruiser Chattanooga to
stationed
aid the cruiser Cleveland
there.
-

Huerta Leisurely in Flight
Puerto Mexico, July 17. General
Huerta on his leisurely journey from
Mexico City to this port, passed the
night at Tierra Bianca, iu the state
of Vera Cruz.
At 6 o'clock
morning he departed
General Huerta's failure to hasten
his exit from the country was the
cause of ' Bome worry to his wife,
while Senora Blanquet, whose
former minister of war, is with
his old chief, was frightened into a
state of hysteria by the delay.
Not until early today did the news
reach the men who led the Huerta
exodus, that Francisco Carbajal, to
whom Huerta turned over the provisional presidency, had virtually asked General
Huerta to the capital.
Their chagrin was undisguished.
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Repairs on Railroad Delayed
Vera Cruz, July 17. Lieutenant Colonel Izoinza, Mexican commander at
tho gap in the railway, reported today,
that nevy complications had arisen in
regard to the repair of the tracks. He
said be had received an order from
General Jose Refugio Velasco, the new
minister of war, to prevent the laying
of the rails. The gap had been repaired for almost half ofjts extent; when
the order was received. Ttjel jSitua-t'lb- n
at the break in the railway Is
said to be such that a number of Mexicans who desire to reach Vera Crus
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Boston, July 17. The appointment
of a receiver, special master or other
official to prosecute claims aggregat
ing $306,000,000 against defendant' directors and estates of directors of the
New York", jew Haven & Hartford
railroad is asked In a uit filed in the
supreme court today
The action is brought by Whipple,
Sears & Ogden, representing minor
ity stockholders of tne company.
The suit in which the attorneys re
cently demanded that the directors
join is designed to force restitution
from, those responsible of funds al
leged to have been illegally exended
in building up the New Haven systems
Judge Brady issued an order of no
tice returnable next Friday to show
cause why a receiver should not be
appointed and why an injunction
against the disposition of the defendants' stocks should not be issued.
The litigation is In the form of an
equity action entered by the attorw '21 'of
neys " as" trustees - ii ttderth
Olea Bull . Vaughan. They own 50
shares of New Haven stdca. and bring
the action "in behalf of themselves
and all oiher stockholders of said corporation who may become parties."
The bill of complaint declares that
the defendants, on account of breach
of directors' duty, chiefly through
causing the New Haven, to acquire illegally Its Boston & Maino trolley and
steamship properties, are bound to
pay to the New Haven $162,000,000,
withdrawn therefrom wrongfully, and
for ultra vires and Illegal purposes.
It is alleged that the iosses resulting from these acquisitions approximate $102,000,000, and that under the
federal anti-truact the New Haven
Is entitled to recover from the defend-ants three fold that sum, or $30,000,-- i

Mineola, N. Y., July 17. Mrs. Flor
ence Carman was arraigned in the supreme court here today before JuBtlce
Van Sickleman on an Indictment re
turned yesterday, charging her with
manslaughter in the first degree for
having caused the death of Mrs. Louise
E. Bailey, a patient of the defendant's
husband. She pleaded not guilty and
weeks in which to change her plea or
demur to the indictment.
Counsel for Mrs. Carman suggested
that she be liberated under $20,000
ball and to this District Attorney Smith
agreed.
The prisoner looked very wan and
pale when brought from the Jail to
the court room. Her husband, Dr. Ed
win Carman, stood beside her. when
the preliminaries of gilvng bail were
adjusted, he said he would take her
out of the village at once.
The bail was furnished by Emmett
Randall and Smith Cox, close friends
of the Carmans, whereupon Mrs. Carman was set free.
Heavily veiled she stepped Into a limousine' with her husband and started
for her home at Free port
Notwithstanding that manslaughter
in the first degree was said to have
been agreed on by the Nassau coun
ty grand jury as the charge against
Mrs. Florence Carman, accused of kill-ing Mrs Louise Bailey, it was report
ed today that the prosecuting author
ities hoped that a stronger superced-Ir- g
indictment might be returned later on the basis of new evidence.

--
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SLASHES CARLYLE PORTRAIT
London, July, 17. Aflna Hunt, a militant suffragette, was arrested today
after she slashed with a butcher's
cleaver the portrait of Thomas Car-lylthe Scotttfeh historian, painted by
Sir John Miliklg and hanging in the
nationa portrait gallery.

Chicago, July 17. "Inexperienced
men caused the whole shooting. The
men used their guns too freely In- etead of their heads. Both, parties mis
took each other for sluggers."
James Gleason, chief of police, so
characterized the encounter In the)
segregated district last night in which
one detective was killed, two others
wounded and two civilians injured in
a fusillade of shots following the raidt
of an alleged disorderly house.
For fourteen hours the police offl-claworked on the case before" a
formal statement was made by the
chief of police. Every participant ins
the shooting was questioned. Search
was made for witnesses and the whol
strengtb. of the department was directed to an attempt to discover th
cause for the combat
A similar expression of belief was
made by Herman Schuettler, first
.superintendent, of police. The ln- ls
vestigation will continue, both
said, until every angle of the
occurrence has been brought to light
The dead detective, Stanley J. Birns,
was a member of the regular plain
clothes force. John C. Sloop, Birns
partner wa8 Bhot through the thigh.
Joseph Merrill and Fred Amart, detectives of the morals ejuad, wera
wounded less srlouslyv James C
Carroll, who said he was an investigator and railway fireman, also was
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wounded.
In the investigation by Chief of Po
lice Gleason, two facts appeared to
stand out; that the killing and wound-

ing of the policemen were precipitated
ty a gang of levee characters, anil
that man,of the shots fired came-froweapons In the hands of the
gangsters. It was thought that several
of the crowd of vice district characters
ENGLISH
BILLIARDIST
ARRIVES wt re wounded and had been hidden by
New York, July 17. Melbourne In-- their friends.
man, the English professional billiard
The affair was possible because the
champion, arrived today from London iporals- - squad men Merrill and Amart
6'n the Aquitania.
He was met by;,j;d
recognize Birns and Sloop.
Willie Hoppe, who he is to meet atMeP1;ijj,and
njaj-- t had been policemen
American and English billiards. The but a short time. They had Just raidfirst of eleven sessions will be played ed a disorderly resort and 'Sent a
in New York on September 28.
wagon load of prisoners to the' station.
A gang of levee hangers-o- n
followed
and hooted Merrill and Amart' as they
walked away from the place.1
LIVE SEVEN MONTHS
"Look at the stool pigeons,
they
yelled.
IN ISOLATED CAVE Stones and bottles were thrown and
the detectives drew their revolver
..
.
then Birns and Sloop ran up to
OLD MAN AND( THREE LITTLE Just
the mob.
disperse
CHILDREN SUBSIST CHIEF.
"Look out They've got guns," soma
LY ON BARK
f
one cried. Then the shooting began.
Merrill declared Chat the first shot was
Benvllle, Ark., July 17- - Alter ex fired
by a man ja tne crowd who dodgisting seven months in a cave with ed behind a woman. Another woman
almost nothing to eat except what had just fallen, he said, having beer
the woods about them provided, Wil-Ita- bit by a brick. Merrill said he emptied
Ewing, an aged man, and bis his revolver at the man.
Clash of police activities in the vire
three little girls were rescued today;
Two years ago Ewing was a pros- district was disclosed in the shootinsc.
perous farmer near here. His wife Merrill and Amart were members of
died and sickness took away bis Morals Inspector W. C. Dannenberg'a
grown son and daughter. Floods de- squad which he had tBxnectedlv st nt
ri' "i At t
stroyed his crops, his cattle died, and Into the levee to
L
fire burned his home. For awhile he same time First D? tty
i
lived with his babies on the bounty h(. user had a do
t1of neighbors, but loft, abruptly and same purpose, t
his whereabouts was a mystery until borg was on th
nnJ Sloop 1 I
today.
1 t
' ' 'i '
i
r
"VV'jp 1 il rn ' ' T 'o t t 1 ut 1 '
from trees for ten cam" one of the jealousy tne act
e,
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" Department

of Justice Will Act
Washington, July 17. After: two
hours' conference today between Attorney General McReynolds and T.
in
W. Gregory,
special assistant
charge of the New Haven case, it appeared certained that negotiations
have failed and that the department
(Continued on Page Eight)
of justice would begin its Sherman
law suit to dissolve the New Haven
system .wlhm, the text few days.
SHUTH WANTS ANOTHER
The attorney general and Mr. Grek-or- y
bad before them"'official notice
the New Haf'eft board of directfrom
TRY AHARPENTIER ors that
it cannot accept tbe terms
imposed by Massachusetts on the sale
DISQUALIFIED1 FIGHTER THINKS of Its Boston & Maine' If ailroad stock.
HE COULD PUT IT OVER
Department officials are said to now
ON FRENCHMAN
consider a Sherman law suit their
?
only course.
London, July 17. Gunboat Smith
j
and his manager, "Jim" Buckley, said
FIGHTING AT MINES
Fort Smith, Ark., July 17. Reports
today they intended to try for a return match with Georges Carpentier, received here today state that fightthe French heavyweight who yester- ing is in progress between union and
miners at the plant of the
day was awarded the decision at
Olympia, when Smith was disqualified Mammoth Vein Coal company at
in the sixth round for hitting the Prairie Creek.
One mine tipple has
Frenchman while he was on the been burned, it is stated, and another
ground.
dynamited Telephone wires to Prairie
The American" boxer declared be Creek are down and details are lackwould prefer the winner take the en- ing. A strike has been in progress at
tire purse or gate money.
the Prairie Creek mines for months.
Smith insists that tho foal blow, did
not hurt his opponent.
HOT WEATHER AT CAMP
The blow which knocked him down
Santa Fe, July 17. "it is 129 in the
in the fourth round did not hurt, shade of the cactus, please express us
Smith said. He remained down to some Santa Fe- shade trees." ran a
mespaee to the stenoirrarlier in tbe
gain the benefit of the rest.
g:r!g
Des Champ, the Frenchman's
adiutant generals'; office. Mrs.
at tne 11 o
saiJ his principal was also eaijer pride, from SeTe.int Rnsr-eDemir.B 'maneuvers.
:ffr a match, about Ptwnber next.
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Water Carnival Made Occasion of
Joyment Among All Classes
of People.

00

En- -

In certain countries or South America, notably Peru, there are held from
time to time curious water carnivals,
when water is showered from housetops and other elevated spots with
strange abandon. All classes of people Indulge In the festivities. Just
what Is the origin of these carnivals Is
tiot known, but it Is supposed that
they represent a general revolt against
the parsimony of nature in withholding water for so long a period of the
year.
During the progress of such a carnival In Callao no one In the street Is
safe against showers from roofs, balconies and doorways. In Lima, crossing the Cathedral plaza, the unwary
pedestrian Is given a good shower. By
late in the afternoon the water frolic
tias assumed such . proportions that
oven those in carriages are doused.
The streets, from sidewalk to sidewalk, are completely drenched. While
hundreds of men, women and children
are showered during the course of the
day, none shows resentment, but all
accept the dousing in true holiday
,
spirit.
In addition to the crude weapons of
this water warfare dippers, pails and
pitchers there are the more refined
Implements known as chisguetes.
These are toys whereby Jets of water
can be thrown directly into the face
of a passerby. Those armed with these
weapons are at liberty to open their
batteries upon any one at hand. Often
the stream thus projected will be colored with a harmless pigment, with
the purpose of imparting to the duck-les- s
one's face a carnival hue.

WELL WITH LITTLE RAIN

Farming of Central Tunl
Has Long Been a Matter of Won
der to Other Countries.

Dry-Lan- d

audience, in fact, was for nlm to a
man when he pulled a bad boy of the
town to the stage. A big laugh fol-

MATE

Characteristic of the Ostrich That Is
Not Observed In Other Animal
or Bird Life.
"There is only one Inconsolable wid
ower and that is the ostrich," said a
"Zoo" keeper.
"The ostrich, if his
mate dies, never remarries.
"He is also the most faithful of hus
bands, a sequence not alwnys inevitable. Kings and such mate only once,
as a rule, but they are apt to flirt
clandestinely a good deal. None of
that, however, for the ostrich. He
scorns such doings as beneath him.
"He waits on his wife like a chevalier. He digs the nest for her. Of
the 40 days' setting he does the hard
est share, covering the eggs from sunset till late the next morning.
"Sometimes,
naturally, domestic
complications occur, and the ostrich
kicks. He kicks, in fact, his wife to
death.
"But what a consolation it must be
to her, as she passes away, to think
that he will remain true and constant
to her memory, and never, never seek
another mate." New York Sun.
Save the Peelings!
Among the innumerable expedients

that have been suggested to reduce
the cost of living, the use of potato

peelings has not been sufficiently emphasized. These humble and usually
despised parts of the potato are not
without value. Instead of throwing
them Into the garbage can, the thrifty
housewife, if she lives in the country
and has a potato patch of her own,
might better put them Into a gunny
sack and hang them In a woodshed or
In soma dry place where they will
not freeze. If she does this she will
not have to buy seed potatoes next
spring, but can plant the peelings,
which will sprout and reward her with
as fine a crop as she could get from
the potato Itself, provided the "eye"
or bud is on the peeling.
Another and more general use for
the parings Is as shavings or kindlings
with which to start the kitchen fire,
"When dried, thoroughly they are very
Inflammable, and even when not quite
dry will burn as well as newspapers.
The five or ten cents a week spent for
iindling wood might thus be saved.
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lowed.

The magician brought the lad to
the footlights.
"Now, my boy," he said, "I want
One of the greatest and most triumphant agricultural booms In the you to tell this audience that you are
world is to be found in Africa the sure your pockets are empty."
"My pockets is empty," answered
farming of central Tunis,
where the rainfall Is less than ten the lad, obediently. "De rabbit you
inches. This success is astonishing told me to put in mo coat got away!"
In the face of the uncertainty, dread,
and failure that harass our own as
Undischarged.
The pastor of a certain fashionable
yet unadjusted
agriculture.
As an evidence of local failure I would church in New York never neglects an
cite the observations of an agricul- opportunity to express disapproval of
tural scientist on a recent
the extravagant use of cosmetics by
Journey in the southern part of the members of his congregation.
On one occasion he was present at a
the Great Plains, where the rainfall
aveqaged 20 inches.. In the 90 miles social function when some one retraversed there was but one surviv- marked to him, "there are the three
Van Alten girls."
ing settler and not even a cattle-ranch- .
The
farmers had pushed out
"Are they unmarried?" asked the
the cattlemen, and the recent droughts divine.
had pushed out the
farm"Yes; but it seems odd when one
ers all but one in a strip as long as considers that they have good looks,
from New York to Philadelphia. Our wealth and position. It certainly Is
uncertainties arise under a rainfall of strange they don't go off."
10 to 20 Inches.
"I quite agree with you," said the
The African's com"All three use enough
placency Is assured by less than ten minister.
inches. Subscriptions have recently powder."
been taken up here for people living
in an average rainfall of 16 to 18
Inches. Yet the complacent success N THE FLAMES OF THE PYRE
of Tunis Is In the vicinity of Sfax,
where in seven consecutive years the
a
total rainfall amounted to 41 inches-f- ive Disposal of Brahmin Dead Matter of
Infinite Pathos to the Relatives
s
and
Prof.
per year.
Who Watch Rites.
J. Russell Smith, in Harper's Magazine.
Even as we came opposite, Ihe bear-r-s
lifted one of them, all cool and
USE CHAIRS 133 YEARS OLD lripplng, from the rivtr, and laid
t, the slim, small figure, so quietly,
t
pyre.
Oldest Bank In This Country, Located jo content, on a
Brushwood and fagots were btiilt over
at Philadelphia, Ha Historic
t, and at head and foot and sides
Furniture.
.he fire was applied. A Brahman diTwelve business men gather at regu rected the rites,- and once, as the
lar intervals about a long table In a lames ' mounted and aspired, the
room on the second floor of the build- irother, who was watching, clutched
ing at 305 Chestnut street, Philadel- it his heart as there appeared for a
phia. The chairs they sit in have moment, at the top of the pyre, a
been in service) 133, years and are as firl's face, with closed eyes, and
good today as the day they were sold mouth that seemed to smile; then the
by the maker. Those chairs have sup- radiant veil of flame shrouded it again.
ported the frames of various men fa- The smoke rose In gray whorls and
streamers against the stainless and
mous in American --affairs.
The 12 men are the directors of tender blue of the sky, and still tha
the Bank of North America, the old brother watched, quiet again and com
est bank in the western hemisphere, posed; he had given only that one
and the most remarkable. On the sign to show that he loved her whose
walls of the directors' rooms are the ashes now lay among the charred
portraits of all the former presidents md smouldering logs. Or rather it
of the venerable bank and there is a was only for the moment that, thinkpainting of Robert Morris, founder ing of days of childhood and dawns
of the institution, financier of the by the riverside, he forgot that it was
Revolution, a man to whom the Amer- not she who had been consumed in
ican people owed much and to whom the flames of the pyre. Then he remembered again, and looking up from
they made a poor return.
Off to one side is a table which the pyre to the dazzling river, he saw
came from the home of Morris. It has there on our boat his friend, the Brahto him. From "The
been in service perhaps one hun man,
dred and fifty years, but there is not Heart of India," by C. F. Benson, in
a crack or blemish in Its its mahogany the Century.
body, or its marble top.
EFFECT OF LONG ASSOCIATION
Let Uncle Try for Another,
The little Bratenahl boy visited his Marked Facial and Other Resemuncle, who lives away out in the counblance Noticed Among Those Who
try. Uncle is a devout man; a pillar
Have Been Together Year.
of the church and a breeder of fine
horses. And upon a certain pretty colt
That persons who live together for
did our little friend cast his eye with a
very long period not only acquire the
admiration and covetousness.
same mannerisms, but grow a Btrong
"Uncle Samuel," he said, "will ypu facial resemblance is an established
please give me that colt?"
fact But It is little known that the
"Why, no, Harold," answered the same condition often exists among
uncle. '"I can't give you that colt. mistress and servant being associated
Do you want a colt very badly?"
together for a long period of years.
"I'd rather have a colt than any- There Is Usually a strong desire on the
thing else in the world!"
part of most servants to ape their
"Well, if you want a colt that much mistresses, and this, added to the fact
you ought to pray for it. When I of constant nearness, often extends
want a thing very badly, I pray for It to facial resemblances.
and it comes to me."
There are In a small town in New
"Honest, uncle? Well, I'll tell you York state two unusual instances of
you give me this colt, and then you this kind. Two widows live there, each
pray for another one."
of whom has been attended by a woman servant for more than 40 years.
In both cases the servants have beMagician's Ally Truthful.
We have been told the story of a come so like their mistresses that
professional magician who had recent- tUey are often mistaken for them, and
stands in their cases have attracted attention
ly been making,
little towns. The other night he was far and near. Their voices oyer the
In an Ohio city and he certainly made telephone are so alike that friends
a great hit there. He had been per- of the women have given up this
forming for more than an hour and method of communication.
hia audience was in great humor. The
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MIDDLE AGES TO THE
PARIS HAS GATH-EREGREAT COLLECTION
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Paris, July 16. Paris is so full of
monuments trial ,c is a ncver-enamdelight to wander aimlessly about the
town in order to be surprised by some
graceful nymph In bronze or some
handsome god in stone. Every highway and garden appears but the background for a work of art designed to
please the eye sensitive to beauty.
Whatever be the nature of the Paris
monument, it seldom falls to inspire
some emotion.
One cannot visit the
impressive tomb of Napoleon at the
Invalides without a feeling of patriotism. The lovely fountain of Carpeauz,
In the Luxembourg gardens, Is an Inspiration for the poet and dreamer;
and the Chapelle Expiatoire, in the
n
Rue des Mstiuirlns, one of the
irr;rii.ment.s of Paris, calls forth
tears of pity. It is hardly possible
to enter Chapelle Expiatoire without
a feeling of sorrow for the indiscreet
butterfly who fltw too near the flame
of Destiny, the fascinating Madame
Deficit, the execrated Madame Veto of
the pamphleteers.
The edifice, which, unfortunately. Is
not as beautiful as it might be, is the
work of the architects Percler and
Fontaine, and was erected shortly
after the Restoration, on the site of
the old burial ground of the Madeleine, where the victims of the insatiable guillotine found their final resting place. Here were the graves of the
noble Swiss Guards, of beautiful Charlotte Corday, of Philippe Egalite,
Madame Roland, Madame Dubarry,
Camilla Desmoulins,
Danton, Baiily
and many others, and here, too, the
bodies of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette were hastily interred in open
g

least-know-

Growth of Submarine.
waa the diving bell that first sag
geBted the idea of submarine boats.
Tbe first submarine on record was
constructed In the seventeenth century by a Dutchman named Cornelius
DrebelL She was propelled by oars
and was tried In the Thames. Tbe

Rule of the Colonial Pump Is Here

It

occupants of the boat were enabled
to remain submerged by mean of a
composition of a liquid which restored
vitality to the air when it became
unfit for respiration. The secret of the
composition was lost. Soveral other
attempt were made between that
time and 1800, when Robert Fulton,
an American, constructed a boat in
France and by the) use of compressed
air for respiration remained four
hours under water in the River Seine,
propelling the boat In any direction.
The modern submarines 4iave now attained a stage of perfection which
makes them a formidable force in
naval warfare. They range from 68
to 200 tons and over in displacement
and are equipped with most modern
machinery.
What Londoner Forget
"What Londoners Forget," Is the
title of an article in the London Dally
Mirror which shows that the people
of that great city are In the first rank
A
of the careless and abBent-mlndereport from the commissioner of po
lice ehows that during one year 84,876
loBt articles were sent to Scotland
Yard, Including 10.164 bags, 3,428
purses and 32.250 umbrellas, an average of 88 umbrellas a day. This report of lost umbrellas is not consid'
ered by any means complete, as Scotland Yard probably gets no more than
half the loet shower sticks.

TRIUMPHANT
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He' Entitled to "E" In Strategy.
A small boy who attends the
school and is not overly high in
ABh-lan-

d
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Iron, which

hot ALL the time, and does ALL your ironing, In.

keep

tead of two sad Irons.
It costs about 15c a week to iron electrically.
With a Williams Electric Iron, cool, contented Ironing day comfort la
assured no matter how fagging the weather.
like your friends have bought

for the remarkably low introductory price of

100,000.8

50,000.M
,
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rons generally sell for $3.50, sometime
Iron are fully guaranteed
William
SEE

COME IN TODAY
D. T. HoBklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, As'L Cash.
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Interest PeJd On Deposits

You

A DEMONSTRATION

$5.00.

The

si.gs

OF THE WILLIAMS

are under no obligation to purchase

Get ope

on a free trial.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
8

iron walks the

quivalent of the distance betweenLas Vegaa and Pueblo 228 miles
With a modern electric iron you can save these unnecessary steps
between the kitchen - stove and the ironing board, by using ONE elec-

8URPLU.:

I. M. Cunningham, Preside rt.
Frank Springer,

Saves the Hanas.
Dutch women have a clever scheme
for saving the bands when blackening
the stove.
Before touching the stove they lath
er their hands with soap and allow th
lather to dry before they begin th
blackening process.
The soap prevents the blackenln;
from adhering to the fingers.

EVERY YEAR.

1

PAID IN

Flower Hint. .
Sprays of flowers, with woody
stems, such as roses, lilacs, etc.,
should have half an inch of the bark
stripped off before putting them In
water. Sappy stems, such as tulips,
hyacinths, etc., should have their
stems cut crosswise about half an
inch.
By such means the water
reaches the stems more quickly and
the flowers will keep fresh longer.

11IEN

We are offering Williams Electric Iron

CAPITAL

and substantial
The
boot also shown in the picture Is for
those who undertake all sorts of excursions in walking, mountain climbing, and traveling, or those who like
plain and substantial and altogether
comfortable shoe for daily wear. It la
n.ade with kid vamp and cloth uppers,
ai-may be had In combinations of
leather. The sole is fairly heavy and
has a small extension; the heel is low.
In keeping with its general character
the fltitchlng of the parts together
makes its only decoration.
This particular shoe was designed
for the miss, but It is so similar in
Character to the shoe for grown-up- a
which answers the purposes described.
that there is no apparent difference
in them.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
good-lookin-

they deserve all the admlratiru they
have received at the hands of tppre-clatlv- e
women. This appreciates is
of a very substantial kind, since
pumps bring from $3 to $11
a pair. They are marvels of fit rnd
shapeliness and comfort, and have other features to recommend them to l!
those who are growing more and mete
exacting as to their footwear.
First is their splendid style, an"!
then their adaptability to occasions.
The same pair of pumps, finished with
a plain, dull black buckle, which does
duty for the morning walk, the shopping tour and utility wear in general, by a change of buckles, shines
otherwhere as well. Several sets of
buckles to one pair of pumps help out
wonderfully. Small, cut steel ones,
mounted on a tiny flat bow, become
the visiting gown, and for the tango
tea large and somewhat showier steel
buckles are appropriately adopted.
In the illustration given here one of
the number (with small straps and
body of the shoe in patent leather with
vamp in a dull finish) shows how
well two different leathers look when
This vamp is more comcombined.
fortable and cooler than an
shoe. The management of the
Btraps allows the proper adjustment
of the shoe without too much incurving at the back.
There is among the wonderful variety of patterns in which Colonial
pumps are made a shoe suited to
every foot. And there is nothing else
In which the foot, looks quite no" at"s
tractively dressed.

his classes submitted his report card
for approval to his parents, says the
Kansas City Star. The report of the
teacher is made with letters E, excellent; P. poor, etc. This particular
report card was lettered P after nearly every study, but the lad was equal
to the occasion and informed hia
mother
that P was perfect At the
coffins filled with quicklime.
next meeting of the Parent-TeacherHad it not been for the loyalty of association
the mother proudly exhib
a few royalists the actual grave of the ited the
and nobody there had
card,
king and queen might easily have been the heart to tell her the awful truth.
lost in oblivion. As it happened, the
spot was carefully noted and purThe Recessional.
chased In 1796 by one Desclozeaux. In
It may be recalled that Rudyard
1815, when the horrors of the revolution had passed like an evil dream, the Kipling's poem, "The Recessional"
remains were disinterred, the skulls, ("Lest We Forget") was never copy
a few bones and the elastic metal gar- righted, but was a gift to Britain, the
ters worn by the
Autrichlenne empire and the world. It was published In the London Times at the dia
at the time of her execution were
at gt. Denis with the respect mond jubilee and a check for $500
which had Been denied 'them by the waa sent in payment This check ha
Republio One and Indivisible; and the returned, saying ho would accept
original coffins, worth six francs each, nothing for his poem, which he dedicontaining the dust of the king and cated to the nation, so that it is open
queen, were placed in the vault illus- for all the World to print and to use.
trated above. In the chapelle also are
two interesting groups in white marble. One represents the apotheosis of
Louis XVI. The king is shown supported by an angel, presumably in the
person of Abbe Edgeworth saying the
immortal words, "Son of SL Louis,
ascend to heaven."
The- statue is exceedingly Interesting by reason of the fact that it is
the only one of Louis XVI in all Paris.
Affixed to the pedestal is a slab of
black marble, on which the will of the
unhappy monarch is reproduced .in
gold letters.
The second group shows Marie Antoinette kneeling at the foot of a fig- -

vr

In the realm of
Colonial punrys, and

I

Altar Containing the Dust of Marie
Antoinette and Louis XVI,
ure symbolizing "Religion." The latter bears the features of Madame ElizThe
abeth, the queen's siBter-in-laWidow Capet's last letter, so Ml of
calm dignity and pious resignation, Is
also sealed to the plinth. '
The actual vault or altar, which is
surrounded by wreaths dated 21 Janvier, 1793, and 16 Octobre, 1793, Is
placed below on the original level of
the cemetery, and is reached by a
flight of stone steps.
Leaves Husband $1 In Will.
New York, Moses Oppenhetmer
has received $1 from the $15,000 estate of hia wife, whoBe will said that
their children will take care of him.
Will Banish Beggar.
New York. Police Commissioner
Woods ba formed a "mendicancy
squad" to rid fashionable thorough- yu-eof beggara.
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Slab In Scottish Church Telia Story of

Remarkable Bravery and

n

awful-lookin-

y

Cpvi

The Mora Gem

at Glenalmond school,
Perthshire, Scotland, there is
marble slab with this 'stirring story
recorded upon it.
There was In the school a pupil
named Alexander Cumlne Russell, who
became an officer in the Seventy-fourtHighlanders when only a lad
of seventeen. In connection with the
memorable loss of the Birkenhead,
he won Immortal glory. The troopship struck upon a rock; the soldiers
were formed in ranks upon the deck
to die; the women and children were
being saved in boats.
Russell was ordered into one of the
boats to command It, and a little way
off he watched with dimmed eyes the
doomed ship. When she went down
he saw creatures of the deep contending for his beloved comrades. Then
he saw a sailor's form rise up close
to the boat, and a hand strive to grasp
the side.
A woman in the craft called out In
agony, "Save him! Oh, save him, sir,
he is my husband," but there was no
room for another, and the boat was
laboring hpavily as it was. Russell
looked at the woman and then at her
children, then at those beseeching
eyes in the deep, and, rising in the
stern, he plunged into the water, and
helped the sailor into what had been
his own place. Then amid a chorus
of "God bless you" from everyone In
the boat, the brave young officer
turned to meet his death.
In the chapel

In
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Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County
We are showing these stoues ia the
ctystals as they are found, as well as

cut ready for mounting.

They range tn hardness between the
Topaz and Sapphire.
Aof an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone.
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St. Mark Declared a Shining Example
for Newspaper Writer of

Today.
The greatest journalist the world
ever knew lived 1,500 or more years
before the Invention of type, according
to Rev. Dr. Frank N. Palmer, says ,the
Philadelphia Bulletin.
St. Matthew put his chronicles in
28 chapters; St. Luke used 24 to tell
his story; St. John used 21, but St.
Mark covered all the details more
vividly In 16, and, true to the spirit
of action that animates his kind, put
a miracle in every chapter.
St. Mark, Br. Palmer said, was the
reporter among the apostles. His
viewpoint, his language and his mar
velcus ability to give' action and cli
max, dash and color in a sentence
should be a glowing example to the
newspaper writers of this day.
Each of the other apostles speaks ol
skies that opened. Mark says they
were rent asunder. He is the only
one among- his brethren who stopped
dutifully to describe the color of 8
given scene. In the writings ot his
fellows it is told that the people went
to tho sermon on the mount. Mark
writes vividly that the people ran.
In writing for the Romans he used
colorful allusions and the references
to wild beasts to touch their intelligence in sympathetic fashion at every
stroke.
-
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Lord Nelson
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Old England s Great Naval Hero

ITHOUT Horatio Nelson, England would have been invaded and perhaps con
auered bv Napoleon. At Trafalgar he smashed forever the French

Emperor s hope of creating a naval power. Never was man more
s
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particularly opposed to proniorave enactments governing me aiec or
brews, even as their fathers did for
his menAUke him, enjoyed Barley-Ma- lt
countless fenerations before. Good beer, according to Lord Nelson.has ever been
of an institution holding the nicest ideals known
cpod food. Dudweiser Beer for 57 years has been the product
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Means Moderation

Poetry and Business.
Tho craze for giving fantastic names
to de luxe articles designed for the
rich lady shopper 13 spreading. Formerly it was only costly bottles of
perfume which received ' titles supposed to express their contents, such
as "Like You," "Temptress," "Seduction," "Eastern Mystery." Now ' the
great dressmaking houses are naming
every model which leaves their ateliers. "Well of love" is, the name pf
a filmy evening dress, very decollete
and innocent of even the suspicion of
a sleeve, which would not be ' approved by critics p. the slit skirt, although it is a most beautiful example
of the dressmaker's art,j "Daphne,"
"Escapade," "Caprice," "Modesty,"
"Frivolity," "Imprudence," and even
"Nightmare," are some of the titles
of the latest imported dressmaker's
'
models.
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Have Swept tlie ..Coiintry!
From Maine to California, in city and country alike,
American boys have yelled themselves hoarse for these
wonderful sioes the greatest boy's shoe success ever known.
When a boy wants a thine he usually jrets it. So that thou
sands of boys now wear -- Excelsior Boy Scouts" Shoes.

"Boy Scouts" Camp Shoe

,

This Is the shoe that swept the country like a
tidal wave last year. The lightest, strongest Doy s
shoe ever made. Uppers and soles of genuine elk
leather, tanned by our secret process. Soft as a
glove and fits as snug. Reinforced sole can't
tear loose. Wears two times as long as ordinary
shoes. Colors Olive. Tan and Black.

iff'

A

"Excelsior Boy Scoats" Piker
A new shoe. Almost as popular,
'already, as the "Camp Shoe." Splendid
Same sixes and priax
tor school and
as "fiter" Shot.
regular wear.
boarded. u
Black
Soft as a Rlove and wears like Iron.
calf. Full bellows tongue. Extra heavy oag soieg...

Other Styles

"Excelsior Boy Scouts" Shoes are
made in "Piker," "Parade." "Cam-- .
&U11
HUU U!UC1 p.j
JiMgU,
n
Select black, tan and
on r ann cnpfin naK icttiuci.r,
Dlucbers.hign-cut,Dutrcra,ei:i-

;.

gun-met-

I

Hl Presence of Mind.
"I went to see a bull fight once,

ST. LOUlS,U.SLA.

East Las Vegas, N. M

ributor
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1

B. F. McGuire
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ANHEUSE&-BUSC-

Bottled only at' the home plant.

i
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The status of the office boy came up
for discussion in the lobby of a Washington hotel the other afternoon and
a congressman told of an incident
that happened in one of tho metropolitan cities.
One day a young man went to the
office of a large firm and asked to see
the head of the house. (n being received by that rarty the young man
intimated that he would like to be
connected with the firm.
"I see," thoughtfully mused the
liepd of the hiuse. "What particular
position in our establishment would
you like, sir?"
"I was thinking." loftily returned
the young man, "I might be made the
confidential adviser or 'the general
manager.
"Just tho thing!" happily. rerlie5
the boss. "You may have both job3.
I will make you the office boy."

Cooling of the Earth.
The application of Stefan's law to PLACE
IN H .STORY
the calculation of the mean temperature of the earth, at a given latitudp
Always an Object cf Veneration and
shows that at the latitude of 80 dv
Treasured From the Earliest
was
the
in tli
groes,
temperature
,Tmes.
neighborhood of 90 degrees CenL.
wh?n the sun's radius was about one
How
the tree has been treasand a half times its present dime" ured in truly
olden timet,! One has only to
sions, I.e., about two million years ago turn to the Old Testament to underThus it would appear that life com stand.
The voice of God came to
mencad on the .earth in the vicinit: Moses from the
burning bush; and
of the poles. The same reason!')
David, when ho inquired of the Lord,
leads us to the conclusion that ii .how and when he should attack the
less than two million years, when ttv Philistines, was told, "Thus Bhalt not
sun's radius will be reduced by om' go up; but
a compass behind
tenth of its present value, the
them, and come upon them over
on the earth will have falle
against the mulberry trees. And let
below 0 degree, even at the equatoi. it be, when thou hearesf the sound of
Scientific American.
a gi:ir:s in the top3 of tho mulberry
trees, that then thou slialt bestir
for then shall tho Lord go out
Camera Without ChaKty.
before thee, to smite the boats of the
To a very great extent, the difficu'
Phili.tines."
ty of getting a good photograph is
To the Jevs, the willow waa at ona
compliment. Those people who "take'
good photographs ere generally the.: time an emblem of jcy. At thu instiin whom facial expression eith e- tution of (he fe;;et of the tabernacles,
xchanges very little or changes ve.y 'the children of Israel received the
much. The subtler and more ticUcit'.. command, ' Yo shail take you on tha
ilrst i.y tho toughs of goodly trees,
expressions do not appear in a phot,;
graph, and frequently it is those b. branches of jv.l.n trees, a:rJ tha
which we are remembered rather tha:. houshs of t'.rick trees, and the willows
of tlio brook."
by some of the actual weakuesse:;
J:u:-- h
feature which the camera so faiMifur;-recordsnearer, because associated
The greatest of ail v'r'u'-- i
with the hciidr.y tliil so kiud to out
charity, but the camera has no chavit;- e'niieren, are the Druid fesstivala, the
and it is often a,li:r.
Cliri:.tinas tree, t'ao mistletoe. And
'ie Drai'jbs net cuiy worcniyed the oak
tree, but made cf it their temple ol
Victims of Soicr.cs.
vh'-r.'.i::t!-- e
thr'r court:; cf tho peoVisitor "Where's all tf.se folks nrcr
ple were lvlii. They seemed to feci
to? Don't see a soul." The "01:1 Mu.:
in iis
and perm? nor.ee. iti
)
"All shot to p:c :
(on the
bcat:ty and Lftidr.' ss, a source of inDurn these 'Homo Economy' tr.a;;
with the cares
spiration in
zines, "anyway. The file's
ot' their
in helping to disand
f
Frid-it::h.,c-olaid
an
to
trying
pense mercy aad kindness.
f
drug to ur-- in a simple renu-utho
cook's been vj:-:::.freckles;
since la.?t evening on a
Inspiration.
a
r ficiiie, and my dau;'.
"You can't write verse on seme r.nb
Tiir.!T lW!v;y
laid up. with
tur
iects. Now, Ee.r iiistanee. what poelrj
n 'Hnrpp
b'ilhtub thi
ii,' there in a rce.'i; chop?"
made out of a t hi in He, two Biev-i- au;
"1 can nee yr u'va Lever been real
" rwv
mils cf lprd tii

V

and one of the bulls got mad and be
gan to tear things up fearfully. One
ot the poor horses got mixed up in his Littlt Bml'
harness and fell down. The bull saw Stirs 9 to 13.
the hoxsa nd dashed over to gore 42.00.
Bnvs'.SiusltoSM
him to death. I couldn't bear to see
and Men's.
Sir
such aniel sight, so I Jumped into SimbBoyt1
itoMl. $3.00.
the arena with a pistol in my hand,
KUtU bf THE
When I ot near the horse I found
one
in
tne
bullet
gun.
there wastfmly
"THE'
and I paused to think what to do
shoot the horBe or the hall."..
Well, what did you do?"
"I shot the horse, because I figured I could shoot the bull any time."
Exchange,-

-

..i

'

tSov acouts onoes
Ior..n.,in
Without

NWftaHWSi

wastika "Good Luck" Charm

"Good Luck" Charm illustrated in comer
is attacneag:o
of this advertisement
all genuine ".xceisior coy ocouts
bboes. Keiuse snoes witaout caarm
attached. Looks like gold. Does not
discolor.
Splendid for prises for
boys' games, etc.
EXCELSIOR SHOE CO, Porteaoatii. Ohio. For SaZ. by '
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PERSONALS

j

remain in the city for the party at
the Normal tonight
Mrs; John Curtis of Belen, who has
been In attendance at the meeting of
the W. C. T. U., left mis afternoon
lor home and will stop off at Albuquerque en route.
E. C. Lewis and family left last
night for Oklahoma City, where they
will reside. Mr. Lewis was in the
trnploy of the Earlckson & Sabin company.
Philip N. Sanchez, deputy assessor
Mora, came in last night from his
home at Mora.
Ben Myers Qf Wagon Mound came
in last evening for a short stay in

this

'

National League

Nw

York

Chicago

St

Cincinnati
Philadlphia

Pet

31

,..43

37

.587
.538

40

.512

40

.494
.486
.479
.466
.434

39
36

38
38
39
43

.33

Brooklyn...,'..

34
33

Pittsburgh
Boston

.

Philadelphia
Detroit

Washington...,.

17-2- 4

W.

La.

46
46
43

32

37

44
42
31

Cleveland

27

.

.554
.638
.531

37
38
39
39
47
53

..........43

Chicago .
Boston .
St. Louis
New York

.530
.519
.397
.338

cityj.

of Miami, Okla.,
the home of O. W. Ser-lor-

visiting at

Schang;

.520
.444
.432
.400

r,

R. H.E.

At Sioux City
Sioux City

-

W.
.'.50
.50

.

48
46

.

Des Moines

...44

Lincoln
Omaha
Wichita
Topeka ,

39

......35
31

L.

Pet

35
36
36
41
41

.583
.581
.571
.529
.518

Topeka
Whito and
Batteries:
Ridgeway and McAllister.

45
53
56

.464
.398
.356

'

BASE'BALL

TODAY'S

Wichita-Omah-

game

a

--

1

5

1

6

2

'

'

Western League
St. Joseph
Sioux City

?'u-r'i-

7;

postponed;

rain.
-- !

TODAY IN CONGRESS
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-
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the Mississippi at Muscatine, Iowa was
favorably reported.

National League

Brooklyn at Chicago.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
Boston at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at St Louis.

TROLLEY-FREIGH-

WRECK

T

Norfolk, Va, July 17. Six were
killed and 19 Injured today when an
electric excursion train, crashed Into
a Viriginian railway freight , train at
a grade crossing near this city.

Federal League

at Kansas City.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
Baltimore at Buffalo.
Chicago

1

SUMMERY

Western League

Topeka at Omaha
St. Joseph at Lincoln.
Wichita at Sioux City.
Des Moines at Denver.

RESULTS

el

GOOD

1 Lintit WeioM

American Leafjue
R. II. E.
At Washington
4
0
2
Cleveland 2. 0
0
Washington
Batteries: Hagerman and O'Neil;
Shaw, Behling and Williams.

R

St. Louis
New York

H. E.

4

G

2

6

5

3

Batteries:
Baumgardner, James,
Weilman and Agnew; Pieh, Brown
and Sweeney.

Prices

Sacques and Kimonos
These are made of prettily
flowered lawn of good quality
to Vz
and are well worth
more than we are asking for
them. They have a semi-fittewaists.
Lawn Sacque3 at 39 cts. 49 cts.
58 cts, and 69 cts.
Lawn Kimonos at 73 cts. 89 cts
and 98 cts.
,

FOR ANYTHING

FURNITURE OR RUGS

IN

AT ACTUAL EASTERN. COST

Plus Ten (10) per Cent and the
CAR; FREIGHT
added;

Price

to be

RATE

We show you the Net
Lists

and

Catalogues.

For Cash on Delivery
DURING OUR JULY CLEARING SALE
$13.50
$15.00
$17.50
$19.50

V

Dressers for

$9.85

Dressers for
Dressers for
Dressers for

schang.-:;--

Ho

Opposite

fORSilUBE

Y. M. C. A.

'j

;

r-

-

.1

,

The regular $1.25 value Gingham House Dresses that we
have been, selling at 98 cts, are
ever popular, owing to the superior quality for the low price.
Ladles' Waists
They are here from 49 cts to
$2.98 and the great number that
we have sold the last few weeks
proves their good quality.
Ribbons, Embroideries and Laces

We have received great quantities of these articles since open-I- n
the store and the prices being
right, sales have been many.
.

""National League
At Pittsburgh

R. U. El

7, 2
Brooklyn
3
8
Pittsburgh. Batteries; Rucker, Ragan and Miller; , 0'Toole, Mammaux and Coleman,

'

-4

Gibson.

,

;

R. H. E.

Second Game,
Brooklyn V

..

5 11

1

7

1

2

.

$12.95

de-

1

0
Thiladelphia
Batteries:
Russell, Faber and
Schalk; Bender, Bush, Bressler and

Pfeffer and
McQuillan,
.

fourth inning;

game
darkness.

Federal League
At Kansas City
'
Indianapolis

called In

R.H.E.

I.

cts yalue Ladies' Muslin

Un-

derskirts
.7........ 49 cts
39
cts, 49 cts, 69
Night gowns,
98
cts.
and
i,
cts,
Combination Suits np from 49
'
cts.
Princess Slips, tip from 79 cts.
Middy Blouse
69

'

-

il

65

Muslin Underwear
.....jju,.
..,:)"

McCarty;
Conselman

R.H.E.
At St Louis
6 U 1
Philadelphia 8
3 1
JLouis
St
Batteries: Tincup, 'Alexander and
Killifer; Doak, Perrltt and Wrngo.
Boston-Clnulniui-

DnoniTUM

6 13
10 17

Batteries:
Kantlehner,
and Gibson.

ceptions at this store.
TUT

-

PittsburgB-r-

$13.75

R.H.E.

At Philadelphia
Chicago

$10.65

$16.25 '
$22.50 Dressers for
- , I
Come and see for yourself that

we do as we advertise.

House Dresses

'

NEED

YOU

At Boston
R.H.E.
- 5 6 0
Detroit 1
2
7 2
Boston .
Batteries: . Dauss and Stanage;
Ruth, Johnson, Coumbe and Thomas.

d

.

TAKEN

--

Sec. 3. The property of the United
noon.
the State and all Counties,
States,
The general dam bill was delayed
Cities and School Districts,
Towns,
for debate on private claims bill.
other
and
municipal corporations, pubA bill to authorize a bridge across

At New York

SPECIAL
ORDERS

JOINT RESOLUTION No. 12
Joint Resolution Providing for the
Amendment of Article VIII of the
Constitution of the State of New
"Taxation and
Mexico, Entitled
Revenue," S. Sub, . J. R. No. 12;
Filed March 13. 1?13.
Be It Resolved y the Legihlature of
The Sta'p
.dW' Mexico:
That AUide VIII of the Constituthe State of, New Mexico, en-- :
tor,
tied. "Taxation and Revenue," be
ami the same hcroUy is amended so
as to read as follows:
ARTICLE VBI
Taxation and Revenue
Section 1. Taxes levied upon tangible property shall be in proportion
to the value thereof, and taxes shall
bo equal and uniform upon subjects
of taxation of the same class.
Sec 2 Taxes levied upon real or
personal property for state revenue
shall not exceed four mills annually
on each dollar of the assessed valuation thereof except for the support
of the educational, penal and charitable Institutions of the state, payment
of the same debt and interest thereon; and the total annual tax levy
upon such property for all state purposes exclusive of necessary levies
for the state debt shall not exceed

at

Met

3

-

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
Condensed Statement of the

PEOPLES BANK

cts and

98

cts

Gingham Underskirt
Apron

and

TTnderskirts

29

Gingham Aprons with bibs
bibs.
,

25

Good

Gingham

eta and

49

cts.

Percale Aprons, fcalf
bound edges 49 cts.

sleeves,

TR.UST COMPANY

624.

East Las Vegas, New'flexicp

June 30,

June 30,

1913

Reeourcet
Loans and discount
I223.S17.F3
Furniture and fixtures
- 4,750.00
Cash and due from banks.. 19 210.45

Resource
Loans, and discounts
Furniture. anJ fixtures
Cash and due from banks

lic libraries, community ditches and
all laterals thereof, all church property, all property used for educational
or charitable purposes, all cemeteries
not used or hejd for private or corporate profit, and all bonds of the
State of New Mexico, and of the
counties, municipalities, and districts
thereof shall be exempt from taxation.
Sec. 4. Any public officer making
any profit out of public monies or
using the same for any purpose not
authorized by law, ehall be deemed
guilty of a felony and shall be punished as provided b" law, and shall be
disqualified to hold public office,. All
public monies not invested In interest
bearing securities shall be deposited
in National Banks In the State or In
banks and trust companies incorporated under the laws of the Stale and
the interest derived therefrom shall
be applied in the manner prescribed
'

by law.
Sec. 5.

J247.80S hi

8.G85.29

56,192.88

.

$113.180 00

Capital
Profits
Deposits -

.

.

Deposit

2,038.72
132,589.61

$114,220.00
10,125.76
276,187.62
$400,533.38

The above Statements are correct
JOHN W. HARRIS, President.

1247.303.33

23
Proposing An Amendment of (to) Section One of Article Five of the Constitution of the State of New Mexico. S, J. R. No. 19; Filed March

msjmtxmmttmmmm

asm

kssv

You Will Find

17, 1913.

I

It Resolved by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
That Section One of Article Five
of the Constitution of the State of
New Mexico, be amended so as to
read as follows:
Be

ARTICLE V.
Section lj. The executive department
shall consist of a governor, lieutenant-governoof state, state
secretary
auditor, state treasurer, attorney general, superintendent of public Instruction and commissioner or (of) public
lands, who shall be elected for the
term of iwo years beginning on the
first day of January next after their
election.
Such officers shall, after' having
served two consecutive terms, be Ineligible to hold any atate office for
two years thereafter.
The officers of the executive depart-men- t
except the lieutenant-governoshall, during their terms of office, reside and lteep the public records,
books, papers and seals of office at
the seat of government.
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in comes bumw r vacation
jtimeana tisat aa. lazy, ypvny

ex-

1

i

.

flees a zmn iAt cut
feeling.
his pipe, pOjt away ana ? start
'dreamiii;-- of r;cod times to
come. Air's mighty sweet in
his nostrils and so is Tuxedo,
too. A grand eld tobacco to
dream over on days cf rest and

of each
empt from taxation-properthend of a family to the amount of
two hundred. ,
Sec. C. Lands held in large tracts
shall not be assessed for taxation at
any lower value per acre then (than)
lands of the same character or quality
and similarly situated, held in smaller
tracts. The plowing of land ehall
not be considered as adding value
thereto for the purpose or taxation.
No execution shall issue
Sec. 7
upon any judgment rendered against
the board of county commissioners of
any county, or against any incorporated city, town or village, school district or board of education; or against
any officer of any county, Incorporated city, town or village, school district or board of education, upon any
judgment recovered against him in
his official capacity and for which the
county, incorporated
city, town, or
village, school district or board of
education, Is liable, but t the same
shall be paid out of the proceeds of a
tax levy as other liabilities of counties, Incorporated cities, towns or vil'
lages, school districts or boards of
education, and when so called shall
be paid by the county treasurer to the
judgment creditor.

Proposing An Amendment of (to) Section Two of Article Ten of the Constitution of the State of New Mexico. S. Subi. S. J. R. No. 10; Filed
March 15, 1913.
v
Be It Resolved by tie Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
That Section Two of Article Ten of
the Constitution of thegtate of New
Mexico, be amended so as to read as
follows;
ARTICLE X.
Section 2. .".All County officers' shall
be elected for a term of two years,
and after having nerved two consecutive terms, shall be Ineligible to hold
any county office for two years

Liabilities

Capital
Profits and surplus

,

The Legislature may

$400,533.38

4

Liabilities

1914

J335.655.21

7

Washington, July 17. Senate: Met
at noon.
Senator Smith's new resolution to
investigate participation of Americans
in Mexican revolutionary affairs was
referred to the foreign relations committee.
The river and harbor appropriation
ten mills.
bill was discussed.
House.

American League
Detroit at Boston.
St. Louis at New York.
Cleveland at Washington.
Chicago at Philadelphia.

YESTERDAY'S

-

2
2

36
45
46
45

Mr. and Mrsn D. J. Cassldy of Mora Kansas City
are business visitors In the city.
Si. Louis
Den-vePittsburgh .
Terry McGovern returned from

where he has been attending the
Golden Jubilee of the Elks, last night.
Charles S. Peterson of Denver Is a
visitor in the city. Mr. Peterson was
formerly connected 'with the Optic.
E. M. Lawrence of El Paso Is visiting friends In Las Vegas.
Mrs. Marcus Castellano of Chapelle
1s visiting friends and relatives in this
;
,
city.
John Condon of Roclado la In twon
on a short business visit).
Mrs. J. P. McDonald of Mora came
in this morning and will remain here
tor a few days vlBltlng friends.
The delegation to the meeting of
the W. C. T. U. from East Vaughn
left for home this afternoon. Those
in the party: were Miss Margaret Foley, Miss Mary Conlin, Mrs. Gay, Mrs.
"Wetmore and Mrs. Maude L. Greene.
Mrs. Castle and Mrs. Curtis of Belen left this afternoon for that place.
Mrs. Emma H. Radcliffe of Belen
left this afternoon for her home at
tt'at place after having spent tho past
fo wdays attending the W. C. T. U.
convention.
Miss Rose Kellogg left today for her
home at Roswell. Miss Kellos has
fiient a year in this city attending
tlie New Mexico Normal University.
Mrs. Sue Jackson of Balllnger, Tex.,
as arrived In this city this afternoon
and will visit with friends and relatives for a few weeks.

9

8

39
36
35
30

31

39

... .:.

6
4

.....41

L.
32

46
42

.

Buffalo

R H. E.

34
37

W.

Indianapolis
E. M. Swayzo of Colorado Springs
Brooklyn
Is registered at one of the local
Baltiore

Western League
At Denver
St. Joseph
I
Denver Batteries:
Latferty and
Harrington and Block.

At Lincoln
R, H. E
4
8
3
Pet. Lincoln
3
6 12
.590 Des Moines
.553
Batteries:
Ehman, C'.auss, Smith
.534 Blackburn, Jordan;
Turner, I.al-a'- f
.526 and Ilaley.

Federal League
,

Chicago

Kansas City
It 11 '0 , , NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In th Probate Court, San Miguel
Batteries:
Falkonberg,
Ossendorf and Rariden; County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of JoseStone, Packard and Esenroth.
R. 1L E. phine Rawlins, Deceased.
At Tittsburgh
6 14 0
To Whom It May Concern: Notice
Brooklyn
2
6 0 is hereby given that the final report
Pittsburgh
Batteries: Houck and Land; Dick- of the Executrix In the above entitled
estate has been filed in said Court,
inson, LeClalr, Walker and Berry.
R. H. E. and the 10th day of August, 1914, has
Second Game
5 11
2 been set by the Court for the hearing
Brooklyn
2
6
0 of objections to the same and the
.
Pittsurgh
Batteries: Lafitte and Owens; Bar-ge- r final settlement of said estate.
Witness My Hand and the seal of
and Roberts.
said Court this 2nd day of July, A. D.

At Buffalo
R.H.E. 1914.
1
8 0
Buffalo
PEARL MARY RHODES,
31-0
8 11
TTaltimore
Executrix.
Pet Batteries: Cchulz, Woodman and
.5fl0 Blair; Smith, Quinn and Jacklitsch.
LEGAL NOTICE

American League

A. A.' McWilliams
1s

Ii.
44

...........42

Louis

FIVE

McCon-naughne-

8TAN0INQ OF THE CLUBS

Airs. Isaac iilton ol Mountalnair
and Mrs. Mollie C. Iteming of Albuquerque, who have been attending the
meeting of the state W. C. T.. U-- , will

FRIDAY, JULY 17, 1914.
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The Perfect Tobacco

far P.pe and Ctgaretta

" The new Tuxedo 40c Tin Hurra- -

.

dor is a vacation necessity. At the
beach, in the mountains, on the farm
wherever you go, this handsome,
humidorwill
convenient,
keep a handy supply of Taxsdo .for
you, in fresh, delicious condition.
Tuxedo is made from the choicest
selected crops of old Kentucky
Burley the cream leaves of each
air-tig-

ht

golden season

f

01

Also in 80c Tin Humidors

In Ga
iliii

6

t

hi".

4

'WW-

In 40c Tin Humidors
.

i

-

You Can Buy Tuxedo Everywhere

,

jA--

ripe, mellow,

above all mild. .
Treated by the original ' Tuxedo
process so that it can't bite. We've
had imitators galore, but the original
Tuxedo process is still the best, as
it was the first, in the field.

tragrant and

Convenient Ponci, in
!
wilk
ntr-iin- d
.
tve-piopaper

t,:

(

Humidor

Famoot greea 'a
with fold letter!
ta lit packet

t
m ,

crd

50c and 90c

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

"
"

""'

V?' IF,

LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, JULY 17, 1914.
on October t. 191!." said Oweni
to himstlf, pat as a walking encyclopedia of records. Then he went up
and arrested Smith and took him tad
the rug to the station. Later Mrs,
Waller identified the rug as her prop,
erty.
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Skin Hcdth Comes
From the Blocd

The objection Bessie Cpion Aad to black beard on a particularly promiConway were that he m .too good, nent Jaw. He spoke politely, begging
too inoffensive, too polite and too dig- this Individual to refrain from thrustnified. It did seem that Conway wag ing his arm in his face as he spread
rather irreproachable, but be was al his newspaper before him.
,c
C1jt, Frtmriona Such As
what's the matter with you
ways rather liked than otherwise. Not
Acne Should Be Treated.
at all a bad little fellow, Conway. He growled the big man.
Miss
Conwith
was pretty much taken up
"Nothing at all serious," said
Bessie from the first, but hi chances way, evenly. "It's merely unpleasant
appeared to be poor. He had plenty I know you don't realize that you were
of competition to begin with. There making a nuisance of yourself, so you
was something peculiarly attractive must excuse me for calling your at
about the girl, as there is about any tention to the fact for the third and 1
young last time."
girl who la pretty, reasonably
Bessie noticed that his color was
and not absolutely lacking in intelligence, and Papa Upton was kept pret- heightened as he and the burly man
ty well occupied with the considera- glared at each other. She thought,
tion of the various suitors for his though It alarmed her, that Conway's
rimnlot and other akin trouble do not
come
daughter's hand. He distinctly ap- glare was becoming. At last the burly llKht on tli face like flics. They
out from within. They are Impur
proved of Conway. Possibly that was man, with a snort of contempt, trans- bubbling
ities. Ana u let alone or greasea wun
ferred his gaze to his newspaper, Halves they become chronic, simply because
Mother of the objections.
cause is still at work within. It should
Pauline Gerrish. who Is herself not which be held in the same objection- the
be attacked with 8. Si S. and the Impurities
Conway
instantly In the blood thus rendered harmless.
wholly devoid of personal attractions, able position.
The skin is but a net work at fine blood
asked Bessie one day why she snubbed snatched it from his hands and threw vessels.
And it is a perfectly natural conman
so.
as
the
and
the
from
it
car,
burly
poor Conway
sequence that any influence In the blood
a
is
condition oi ill neaitn muses us
ttiat
Bnub
"1 cant
him, darllngest girl," rose he struck him under the chin,
first appearance In the skin. There are
replied Bessie; "I may try to occa using at the same time a decidedly certain medicinal nronertles that follow the
course of the blood stream and the Influence
sionally, but my envenomed shafts bad word. As the burly man staggered of
these nronertles is that of an antidote.
blood
can't penetrate his armor of mild back, he clutched at Conway to sate This Is why 8. 8. 8., the
remirlfler.
has such a Dosltlve ac'lon In the
the
himself, and the next Instant
dignity and sweet courtesy. They
In 8. 8. 8.
one
Intrredlent
Is
There
skin.
bound and hit me. He has the effect two had fallen from the car and were which peculiarly stimulates cellular or
from the blood
glandular activity to select
of always putting me In the wrong, rolling In the muddy street
from tuts nne net worn m ohhm
Bessie got off at the next corner. or
end I don't know of anything more
In the nkn. those elemeuts wuicn n re- When she reached Conway, he was aulres for regeneration.
maddening than that'
Thus pimples, acne, eczema. lupus, or any
"He's
sitting on the curbstone, looking other blood condition that attacks the akin
or
seeks an outlet through the skin Is met
was
One
faint.
sick
and
"I suppose he is."
rather
eye
the antidotal effect or s. H. .
"And he dances better than any of swollen almost shut, and bis nose had with
This is why skin troubles vamsn so
rnr1Uv
and whv thev do not return.
bled a little. His collar was half off
the men I know."
Under the influence of S. 8. 8. this tine
"Yes, I like to dance with him my and his necktie was hanging over his net work of blood vessels in the skin is
from the blood the nutriself."
back. His coat was torn in several constantly taking
required for healthy tissue and the
"He worships the ground you walk places. The remark of one of the tion
cause of disease Is Just as constantly being
scattered ana rendered uarmu-oson."
crowd that he looked as if he had removed,
Thaea filet Are more fullv exnlained In a
"I can't help that.
been "up against It" was certainly hook on skin troubles seiit. by The Swift
sruwifl,. rv, r.Mi Swift nidff.. Atlanta, fia.
"I'm not so sure, Bessie; I believe justified.
8. 8. on sale at all drug
will find
Bessie helped him into the providen- You
and banish all
you do give him a little encouragestores. Oct a bottle
ment now and then. As to being too tial cab with the assistance of the cab skin afflictions.
good, I don't believe In such a thing man, and to his horror followed him
In a man. They're not made that way. herself. He rather brokenly explained
"Well, if you don't want him I'll take his sense of humiliation, but she FLYING FOX AN INDIAN PEST
him and see what I can make of him." stopped him by wiping his face with
The Depredations of Peculiar Creature
"You are welcome as far as I am her dainty little handkerchief.
concerned."
way she did It was well!
Make Them Cordially Disliked
"I wouldn't have had this happen for
"Absolutely sure?"
by Agriculturists.
"Of course I am."
you to see for the world," protested
little
made
her
and
ankle
Pauline
Accordingly,
Conway. "I sprained my
People who have lived in India aru
Bessie found herself the brute got away. If I ever get my familiar
experiment
with the long strings of fly
watching it with some interest. She hands on him "
foxes which can often be seen
ing
"Hush!" said Bessie. "That's un wending their way in single file from
christian. And if you knew how glad their sleeping places in remote trees
I was. Now let me fix that tie. You to the fruit
gardens upon which they
poor boy!"
prey. These curious creatures some
"Bessie," cried Conway, suddenly times measure as much as four feet
"has anything changed your feeling across the wings, and have reddish-browfor me since I last saw you? Tell
fur and mole colored wings
me?"
After their nocturnal depredations
"You
Bessie laughed nervously.
they fly away with the dawn to a tree
know what my objections were," she In some isolated
place, and there rest
said. "Now if you think you have during the day, hanging head down
been good and Inoffensive and digni- ward from the boughs in the manner
fied, I don't."
of bats, clutching the branch with
But that may not have been the their feet. As the flying foxes gather
reason, after all.
on the tree selected there is a tremen
(Copyright, 1914, by Dally Story Pub. Co.) dous commotion, for each newcomer
is vigorously driven off from one place
another until he eventually man
after
TAKE 'BATH' WITHOUT WATER
ages to secure a perch for himself.
Those on the tree meanwhile keep
Navajo Indians, Through Necessity, up an Incessant wrangling, each en
Have Adopted Unique Plan for
deavoring to secure the highest and
Bodily Cleanliness,
Sometimes
best place to rest on.
of
hundreds
destructive
these
many
It has already, been Indicated that
the great desideratum of the Navajo creatures may be seen hanging from
the branches of a large tree. When
country i:. water. A perennial water
offers they are often shot
opportunity
in
not conducive to habits of
famine
some of the natives consider their
bodily cleanliness; and a real bath in and
real water 3 something that the aver- flesh a delicacy, though it hardly apto Europeans. When the foxes
age Navajo knows nothing of. Never- peals
start
their
flight in the early hours of
She Heard His Voice Behind Hei theless, these Bedouins of the Southwest realize that a thorough cleansing the morning they frequently swoop
With a Peculiar Thrill.
of the body is necessary, and have in down into any water which is handy
observed that Conway was quite un- vented a method of accomplishing and when on the wing do not fly in
but follow each other in single
responsive, and she felt a little Impa- that end that is well adapted to the flocks,
measland of thirst in which they dwell. file, flying with a peculiar, slow,
tient with him.
ured sweep of the wing. Wide World
"The idiot!" she exclaimed to her This is the sweat bath.
;
A miniature hogan is built of sticks Magazine.
self, as he left Pauline's side in obedience to her merest beckoning glance. of wood, and banked up with earth un
"If he had any sense at all he would til it is t,
with the exception of
an opening large enough to admit the
Just stay where he was."
She hardly knew why she had called body. A fire is built outside, in which
SPREAD OVER
him to her. When he came, with an large stones are heated red hot Then RASH
In
look
sweat
his brown eyes, she these are placed in the
expectant
house,
In a position in which the "bather"
said, rather coldly: "Well?"
"I thought you wanted me," he said. will be unlikely to come in contact
HANDS AND FACE
"You were mistaken," declared Miss with them. Then the candidate for a
I
bath crawls In, keeping his head in the
Bessie; "I did not"
and open air. one or more Heavy blankets In
Conway smiled
Itched Terribly."
Great Pain.
was turning away with a bow when are placed over :he opening and tight
Caused
Unable ,
Disfigurement.
she stopped him.
of
of
neck
around
the
the
occupant
ly
1o Do Work. Used Cuticura Soap ,
"Suppose I had?" she said. "Why the sweat house, to prevent the escape
should you rush er that instant as of the heated air. The Indians remain
and Ointment. Not a Scar Left. J
in the sweat house for several hours,
incredible
freedom.
He waited a moment, politely, for perspiring with
Cal. "A few months ago !
ber to complete the statement, and When they emerge they dry them- I Tennington,
was poisoned. It came on my hands first
then, as she seemed to have no Inten- selves by rubbing with the hot sand of In a rash and in two days It had spread all
tion of doing so, said, calmly: "Be the deeert As a cleansing agent, the over my hands and face. It gradually got
sweat bath would be hard to beat, al- worse day by day and I was in great pain.
cause you wanted me."
hands and face were a mass of running ;
"That's reasoning in a vicious cir- though it is a rather heroic substitute My
ores and itched something terrible. I did J
Nevercivilization.
the
bath
of
for
tub
In
she
cle,"
said,
slight confusion, "or,
not dare to scratch as It
me so. I J
theless, it opens the pores of the skin, could not sleep at night.pained
.rather, it isn't reason at all."
The eruption
Then I will give you the feason promotes circulation, and has much to caused disfigurement I was unable to do j
more fully," he said. "It's because 1 recommend it in preference to the my work at all, it pained me so.
"I tried medicine but it did not help me.
love you, and it Is my highest pleas- practise of the members of some
about four weeks since I got
ure to obey a wish of yours. Will you other tribes, of never taking a bath at I had beenwhen
a friend asked me why I
poisoned
Herald.
Christian
all.
me?"
try
didn't try Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I
It was rather sudden, but of course
sent for some right away and began using:
Bessie knew better than to tell him DUST DIDN'T BLIND SLEUTH them following directions. Inside of two
days I could see a great change and in seven
that She told him, however, that it
days after I began to use the Cuticura Soap '
was impossible and hopeless. He was
New York Detective Seea Man Deal and Ointment there was not a scar left. ;
foolish enough to press her for a
(Signed) Miss Edna Rogers, Apr. 30, 10X4. j
Ing Rug and Remember
reason, and in a fit of nervous irritaOld Theft
too
was
him
told
he
tion she
good,
Samples Free by Mail
should I use Cuticura SoapT There
too inoffensive, too polite and too dig"Why
nified. He assured her that she was , New York. Detective Martin Owens is nothing the matter with my akin and I
of
West
the
Forty:seventh street po thought Cuticura Soap was only for skin
altogether mistaken, but he took his lice
troubles."' True, it is for skin troubles, but
TffMd In a manner that proved hie Forty-thir- station, was walking along West Its
on
street
great minion is to prevent skin troubles, j
of
the
when,
top
tv-i- a
o
to t
virt'jps she had mentioned,
(it ;nT, he faw ltr.lTy"
acd it wna some thae before ste e&w tspowenta
Smith, tenant, beating a Persia rag,
Jim again.
a : : v
fVw o'jL id V i
e for-ii
Ivn
and refisaiin fnv.
of
thf
he was la a street car one
fit tint 4eattention
the
attracted
b tj si & J t.iu 'ivaui.(a of the
that
m summer variety, mi she heard
.
s
it i
ajim. CuUcuj-a- Soap and
it & pe3.13 veSee bthind !.r
ara soM everywhere.
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These Forests Frequently Cannot
Cleared In the Short Dry Season That Prevails,

She OPTIC

Be

In the true tropical forest agricul
ture Is practically out of the question,
writes Ellsworth Huntington in the
Even for the white
Tale Review.
man it Is difficult to clear the ground,
and for the sluggish son of the tropics
it Is almost impossible. Not that he
cannot cut the trees, although this
is a slow process where the huge
trunks throw out buttresses five to
ten feet In radius, but that having cut
them he cannot dispose of them. The
primary reason for the existence of
the genuine tropical forest Is that
rain falls abundantly at practically
all seasons. There may be, and usually is, a short dry season when the
sun is farthest from the xenlth. Nevertheless, even at this time the
drought is not absolute. When the
trees are felled the only way of getting rid of them is by burning. Under the ardent tropical sun most trees
will . become dry enough to burn
in two or three weeks. If they do
not become ready to burn during the
dry season, it is useless to think of
such a thing later. They will rot
away, to be sure, and disappear with
in a few seasons, but this is of little
use, for meanwhile a new growth has
In the tropical
quickly sprouted.
rain forests, bushes will grow to a
height of ten or twenty feet in a single year. Indeed, in the short space
of two months so much heritage
will spring up that a piece of forest
which has been cut cannot be burned,
even though the trees have become
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XBM WEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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COLUMN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F, A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOB) Nft
102 Meets every Monday night Bj
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. halt on Douglas avesme
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members axe as
e&rH month. Visiting dially welcome. J C. Werts, PreO)
cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; M, M
M
H. 8. van Bally. Treasurer.
M. Cary, W.

0
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TOR CLASSIFIED AOVERTI8EMEIMTS

RATE8
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vited, uuy
Petten, Secretary.

Meets first and third Vm
day evenings each month at WeoS
men hall. Visiting brothers ooraia
ly Invited to attend. C. N. DougUA
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.

Flve cents per Una each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAJt
twaa--r
No ad to occupy less space than two
conclave
Mar
at
aamtt
each
lines All advertisement
sa.y la
charged
aonio Temple at 7: JO p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at apace actually set
M. Smith. EL C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
without regard to number af words.
corder.
Cash In advlnca preferred.
Keg-tjsil-
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LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. , ROYAL ARCH MASONS Begmlar con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:10 p. m. p. No.
A. Brlaegax, H. P.;
O. No.
dlood, Secretary.
No.
No.
I. O. 0. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
0T)C' NUMH
4. Meet every Monday
evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No.
brethren cordially invited to attend. No.
J.
N. 0.; A. T. Rogers, No.
SALE
FOR
Residence property 924 V. Ftledenstine,
O.: T. M. Elwood. Secretary: Karl
No.
Seventh street, East Las Vegas.
dry.
C. V. Hedgeock,
This is no theory, but actual fact.
Address Earickson & Sabln, Phoe- Werti, Treasurer;
Cemetery Trustee.
In the spring of 1913, In a part of
nix, Arizona.
Guatemala, where the forest is by no
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second snd
means of the densest kind and where
a considerable number of coffee plan- FOR SALE Modern nine' room house,
fourth Tuesday evening of each
tations exist, I saw this happen. The good condition, fine location, bar- month Elks" home on Nlntli street
trees had been cut, but so many showgain. Inquire X., Optic.
and Douglas avenua. Visiting brothers
ers fell during the nominal dry season
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springnot
did
become
branches
dry
that the
er, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Condon,
enough to burn and consequently

Washington.

the Highest Importance as an
junct to the Nourishing
Value of Food.

RENT Residence,
bath, toilet 902 Fourth
Phone Main 299t

Ad-

If it were not for flavor we should
not digest our food properly. Epicureanism in eating is the handmaid
ef good health. Flavor has been called
the soul of food. The viands that are
most agreeable to our sense of taste,
those we enjoy most, are those we are
most likely to digest well and from
which we are most likely to derive the
maximum of nourishment.
A whole book was devoted to this
subject by Henry T. Finck of New
York. He called It "Food and Flavor."
In a review of It the Scientific American says: "The psychic factor of desire must precede ingestion, or results
will be unpropitlous. To each cent
spent for nutriment we add five more
for flavor. Flavor, in short, has an
appetizing value, a health value, a
commercial value. The evolution of a
discriminating appetite and the education of the cook, must go hand in
hand. But your glutton la never an
Rational mastication must
epicure.
accompany the highest enjoyment of
food, and in this enjoyment lie perfect
assimilation and health. It Is flavor
that stimulates the flow of the digestive juices; it Is. the digestive Juices
that prepare the food for the extraction of nutriment."
True Worth of Man.
Proverbs says, "by the blessing ol
the upright the city is exalted." A
good, true, righteous man Is a benefit
to a city. His own personality may be
worth thousands to a community: It
is not the man who is rich that adds
to the welfare of a city. He may own
banks, factories, stores and palatial
homes, and yet prove a dead weight
to a town. The second part of the
verse we quoted, tells this. It says,
"but it is overthrown by the mouth of
the wicked." It is what a man is for
true worth, for integrity, for nobility
of purpose that constitutes his citizen
ship, for good or bad. Where a man s
ideals are loose, his character
he does not render a real serv- b's
w tn a rnmmimitv whatever own
wealth may be. "Water seeks its
level." and the level of a community
is its citizenship, and to that level the
community may go. Factories, rail
schoolhouses,
architecture,
ways,
chnri-hpn- .
will not of themselves exalt
a city. It takes virtue, integrity, dili
gence to do that Ohio State Journal.
Lucky Choice.
"My husband is a most inveterate
reader," exclaimed Mrs. Knox withun-a
slight tone of ennui. "He reads
til dawn every morning. Why, last
his
night I found him asleep with
hose In 'V. V.'s Eyes!'"
hus"Perhaps," commented her
band's bookish friend, "you should be
thankful you did not find him with
his nose in 'The Inside of the Cup.
Kansas City Star.
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Silver Spoon
-- if you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It

giving yaw
a present for do-

ing something
you 'd do wiy
way when you

how Much
Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
learn

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
CKNUINEYVM.
ROGERS &
SONS'
Ak
STANDARD

J

SILVER
FRENCH
HREY (STERLING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.

MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER

s t

"w

This

Lost

East Las Vegas, New Mexico,

p. Mb
p. as

ror yuui
elegant Rogers'

Wanted

Attorney-at-La-

.. :4
m.... 4:31
m.... 7:0

r

month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knlghte and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. FreeFOR RENT Five room cottage, with man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
range, bath and sewer connections. Financier;
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
414 Seventh street
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
M.
FOR RENT Two room furnished Sixth street East Las Vegas, N.
house. Phone, Main 351.
L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second an
fourth Thursday
CHOICE modern light housekeeping
evening each
rooms with sleeping porch. 1030 month at VT. O. VI. halL Vieltinj
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
Fifth street.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary
1. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 54t
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
WANTED
Position doin
general day of the month in the vestry rooms
housework in small family by com uf
Temple Montefiore at I o'clock p
petent woman. Apply L, Optic.
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially Is
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.
LOST Lady's gold watch. Notify
Optic.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
Dsntlst
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
Dental work of tny description at
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
moderate prices
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; I. W
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Montague,
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411 members are
especially welcome and
cordially Invited.
GEO. H. HUNKER

EMPRESS
can be ob

Profesional Health Culture for Ladles Pioneer building. Visiting members
Hair and Scalp Treatment Manicure, are cordially Invited. Richard Devise,
O. K.; Frank Angel, V. 8.
Facial Massage, Chiropody; Baths
and Massage With Strict At.
-tention to Doctor's
Prescription
1,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Del very
HOTEL ROMAINE
1,000 Iba to 2,009 lbs., Each Delivery
Phone Main 155, Long Distance Main
44.
200 lb
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to
50 lbs, to 206 lbs., Each Delivery
3:30 p. m. Las Vegas, N. M.
Less than 6f lbs Each Delivery
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RETAIL PRICES
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AGUA PURA COMPANY

.

Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 384''

Harvesters, itorers, aad Distributors e! Hatiral las, the Farm EZ3
Lastiag Qualities et Whieh Eave Made Las Veias rsnew,
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Tears practical Experience.
TONT1W
W W BOWERi

R

3

HORSE

numfcer 01
pieces upon the movies.
A Hint o the Wise Is Sufficient
"What a stroke of buelness it would
When constipated take Chamberhave been, Sam," said the t'lil magnate
to the fat one, "what a smash Irg strok lain's Tablets. They are easy to take
a and most agreeable in effect
if there had been somebody to
For
film wh'iti God created tUa woilu!"
B.Ve by all dealers. Advi.
&ii

I

Depart
1:35 p li

p. m..

1:10
1:35
4:20
:35

street first and third Mondays of each

THIEF KILLED
Santa Fe. July 17. State Senator
W. B. Walton of Silver City today
brought word to Santa Fe of a killing
seven miles west of Tyrone in a fight
of deputy sheriffs with horse thieves.
One of the alleged outlaws made a
slash with a life sized dirk at Deputy
Sheriff Ira Stockman, who discharged
his six shooter. The dead man has
not been identified. His companion,
8
Pablo Aryuillo was arrested and held
Business.
The rival moving picture magnates to the grand jury on the charge of
stood on the corner and watched the stealing four horses near Lordsburg.
hurrying stream of men, women and- Deputy Sheriff Albert Jacobson was
oue e pahle of sauander- stockman's 'companion.

rtlHjfb
luuoi.uUe

2:25
1:35 p m.. .. . 1:01 p.
West Bound

Arrive

room
modern Secretary.
G. Coors, 520
KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
five rooms.

FOR
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Desar
. 7:45
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for Sate

many people were unable to plant FOR
RENT Five
crops.
house.
H.
Apply

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m....
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For Rent
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for The Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE

nn nun n u
yet,

TSf

w.T5--jr-

mm

'

vith each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There'iis no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to' use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

The Optic for
latbor
saving-convenien-

(

i

r

'

"

ce

Ok.

whole year aund this
is only

You may firing your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

(J

Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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MUTUAL THEATER

SATDBBAH ClAQBET

--

TONIGHT

SWEET CORN

GREEN APPLES

SUMMER SQUASH
FANCY CELERY

FANCY PEACHES
FANCY PEARS

NEW BEETS
GREEN BEANS
NEW TURNIPS

BLUE PLUMS

OM--

WAX BEANS

SATSUMA

CARROTS

APRICOTS

Spring Chickens

Hens

t

!

fr ! !

!

M-H-

Sugar Cookies, Ginger Cookies,
Cocoanut Cookies, Drop Cookies,
Spice Cookies, Macaroons, Almond. Kisses and Cocoanut
'
Kisses. '

I

RED PLUMS
YELLOW PLUMS

RADISHES

,

PLUMS

LOCAL

3

VAUDEVILLE

BY MUSICAL COMEDY
PLAYLET
TEAM SCHEDULED FOR TONIGHT AND SATURDAY

-

1

CHERRIES
RED RASPBERRIES

PARSLEY

ORANGES

CABBAGE

GRAPEFRUIT

DRY ONIONS

LEMONS

at

X Ford, 1913

model
1 Viehle louring car

diate attention.

.

Stearns' Store

JOHN II. YORK

Pinch's Goiden Wedding Rye,, aged
Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv

J.3J.O--ADDO-

In wood.

GROCER

,.

Alber Sanchez of Precinct No. 44
ha applied at the court house for
bounty on oner' coyote killed by him
last week.

.

AND

.

S650.00
$850.00
S250.00
S250.00
S300.00

,

We give special orders Imme-

Old Taylor WhlsKey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

.

1 Uupmobile, 1914 model,
1 Buick, 1911 model .

7:4C

MS

WATERMELONS

Model 59 Over-

land

ALL KINDS OF CAKES

LETTUCE
GREEN ONIONS

FOR THIS WEEK

management of tne Browne
theater has provided something Out
of the ordinary for tonight and SatThe

'

GRAPES

llffl HS11T

SECOND

"

NEWS

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

OUR.

AT THE BIOUfNE

Cream Bread, Rye Bread, Whole
Wheat Bread, Graham Bread,
Homemade BreaJ, Pan Bread
and French Bread.

t

!

CLEVER

DEPARTMENT

1

First Show Starts vt 7:43
"The Story of the Olive"
T
American
"Caught By the Cabaret"
X
Keystone
Two-ree- l
Feature.

FRIDAY. JULY 17, 1914.

IN OUR BAKERY

Sr

Bridge

JULYJJiH.

.
.

.
,

ueinoi

iLiectric
Light, Self Starter . .
U

S1,000

,?

LAS UEqAiS M0T00 CAR CO.

BARER
Q3EU

The Epworth league of the Metho
dist church has planned a lawn social
for next ' SMday evening. The social
will be held at the home Of M.M,
Sundt on Eighth Btteep.
oi

I

DON'T FORGET
STORJk

'tv

M.' W. Brown of the-- BroWn. & Man
zanares company suffered a stroke of
paralysis yesterday.,. M,i?.,s Brown's
right side is affected. Although, very
sick Mr. Brown's condition is not con
sidered dangerous.'

it

CLOUDBURST IN CANYON

-

-

i

-

U

NECESSITIES OF THE SEASON

CAUSES MUCH ALARM
N

i

Quart Mason Jars
Quart Economy Jars
Slightly used Mason Jars

SHORT TIME RIVER CLIMBS
MISS BRAMNICK OF GIRBERT AND
UP TO SUPERSTRUCTURE
BRAMNICK TEAM AT THE
BROWNE

$ .80 a doz.
1.10 a doz.
,50 a doz.

1 v.

1

-

SHEPARD'S LIGHTNING ICE CREAM FREEZERS
Considerable excitement was caus urday, in the special engagement of
Gilbert and Bramnick in their original
ed last night by the report that there
Quarts $1.50, half
$2.00, gallons $3.00
playlet, "The Professor and His
waB a cloudburst in the upper GalreIs
a musical comedy act,
It
linas canyon. All of the merchants plete with fun and good songs, and
20 to 25 per cent oil on Refrigerators
owning stores along Bridge street re Gilbert, who is a violinist of much
New Refrigerators drain pans,
60 &nls
moved their books and cash from merit, Interpolates some very clever
instrument.
with
his
work
their safes, and the livery stable men
The team played in Las Vegas
led their horses onto the hill near the some two
years ago, and many will
Normal.
doubtless remember their former en
WILL
YOUR
About 11 o'clock the bed of the
gagement and welcome their return.
Gallinas river was full of water reach
ing up almost to the bottom of the
L
bridge. The flood reached its highest
point at about 11:45 o'clock, when the PRESIDENT TELLS
Ave.
torrent was about one foot from the
y
floor of the bridge spanning the river
between the two towns. The river
CARRANZA
soon subsided to its normal level and
this morning was rather lower than
(Continued from Page One
usual.
Considerable damage was done to
so as to leave the country, are unable
the crossings and river bottom crops
to do so because of the impossibility
above Trout Springs, but no other
'
I
of transferring their "baggage.
loss was reported.
Among the fugitives, who arrived tofrom Mexicw City on their way to
PROPOSES RETIREMENT METHOD day
were Salvador Dia Miron diEurope,
For the best on the
17.
To abolish
Washington, July
today see us.
rector
of the newspaper El Imparclal
the plucking board of the navy, Rep.
Non-SkiminJose Maria Lozano, formerly
ri
Miller
or plain
Michelin
resentatlve Britten of Illinois intro and
duced a bill today proposing retire ister of communications in the Huerta
tires and Fiske
and everything need- ment by a system of mental and phys cabinet. They said they had missed
General Huerta's train for Puerto Mex
ical examinations for nromotlon to
ed for the auto. ,
ico and had taken tae first opportunity
,
each grade. Officers falling to pass
to the coast
to
get
examination would fail of promotion
W. Scott Christie, an America resi
and a second failure would automatic
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
dent of the capital, came in on the
ally retire them.
same train with mall from the Brazl- GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS
lia legation. He reported that Lozano
Automobile atage line to Mora tri bad threatened him with a revolver
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- while the train halted at Esperanza.
urday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice Mr. Christie said he had walked Into
I
a. m arriving Mora ,9:45 a. m. the
smoking compartment to wash his
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas hands. Lozano and Miron were on
45 p. m. Fare for round
trip, J6; Christie's entrance, Miron jumped to
one way, 3. Round trip tickets good Ms
feet, revolver in hand, and held it
for.bna week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop. levelled at Christie until the American
419 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 307. backed out of the
compartment. Chris-- !
Adv.
tie reported the matter to the Mexican
federal officers who disarmed Lozano
and Miron In spite of their indlnant
j WANTED
Clean cotton rag
at
protests. When the train reached the
QpHe office.
gap, Christie repeated his story to
the American officers and all the
Subscribe for The Optio.
Mexicans on the train were thereupon
searched for arms.
Americans here recall that Miron
and. Lozano were amour th mnnf hit.
officials untfrjjof the
der the Huerta regimervliVhen Nelson
O'Shaughnessy, fojner charge d' af-raies, protested against personal at
tacks on him published in El lmparcial, Miron threatened to avenge himself on the American charge and al
lowed it to be believwd that he was
prepared to shoot him.
We will clean free of charge
Mr. O'Shaughnessy was provided
one pair of short 'gloves with
aiwenal guard by General
'
Huerta becaus e of threats and because
to
every garment amounting
it was- known that Miron had habitual
11.50.
ly carried a revolver.
SOLD BY YOUR CROCEfi
ASK "FOB IT
Miron talked freely about the incident in the train on his arrival here.
We clean and dye plumes.
He said:
We solicit your patronage.
"I pleaded with the Mexican solBIG ORE STRIKE
TO DEDICATE GLICK STATUE
with tears in my eyes to leave
diers
Santa Fe, July 17. A phenomenally
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Washington, July 17. A statue of
mo my revolver because 1 was going
rich strike of gold Is reported from George W. Glick, who wag governor
to territory held by our alleged
e
the Amerricans. Surely a one Pinos Alton rivaling the $50,000 strike of Kansas In the early '80s, la to be
armed man is entitled to carry wea made recently by Bell & Wright. A dedicated in. Statuary hall of the CapLAS VEGAS STEAFJ
pons, he said, pointing to his empty sack of ore was taken from the Lang- - itol tomorrow. The dedication will
sleeve with a smile.
Bton property which runs $100,000 to be made the occasion for
interesting
the ton in. gold. The property is
ceremonies in which the Kansas repChlllicothe is leading and Paris is
by the C. & O. Mining and Milling resentatives in
cosgvess will, take
traiiin-- f in the Ohio State
The mine adjoins the Bell
company.
leegie
race. It always vaa a considerable & Yrisht property.
part. Governor Click was a lawyer
Jusl T.'i i. up.
distance lietween Chillicothe and
pud a farmer, and was one of the pioParis.
neers of Kansas.
Read The Optic Want Ads.
"'

.That

it POSSIBLE

MADE

fop you

to buy your Furniture, Carat a REASONABLE price.

pets, Ruga and Housefurnishings
Have 'you ever had an opportunity to do eo mthe PAST?
N
STOCK is sold for the
Remember every piece we CARRY-IPRICE as our special orders.
We tell the BEST, let other tell the

SAME

rest

The general pnblftj ;i cordially inlecture ''bit'
vited . to attend
Montessort method of educating small
children, which will be given at the
Normal ' at 3 "o'clock "tomorrow after
noon by Miss Bessie Watt, the head
of the primary department of the Nor
mal.- -

MIIOOM

FOR THE
WELL FILLED

BALL GAMES ARRANGED

FOR LO

CAL TEAM THAT WiLL CARRY
ThRO'J5' REASON

Not "Heavier Than Air"
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, eta, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a ''jack' of It ard tee how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to it Order a sack

T5he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

The baseball schedule of the Ma
roons for the remainder of the Bum-tie- r
is pretty well filled and the boys'
arc promised some good games before
the end of the season.
On the 26th of the month, the Vegas
team will go to Springer where it will
cioss bats with the ball tossers from
that city. One week from the 26th
they will go to Santa Fe for a game
with the team at whose hands they
met defeat last Sunday. On the 16th
of August the Vegas fans will have a
chance to see the Maroons in action
when the Springer nine comes to
this city. Two games have been
for with Albuquerque, and two
with' Dawson but the dates have not
been,

set1'

!.

There has been some talk of the
disbanding, but the team has no
such intention.
Ma-ron-

.

" Jefferson

E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
HalJct RaynoMs, Cashier.

Reynolds, President
& B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Casbier.

ROADS BENEFIT BY
FOREST RESERVE BILL
ACT OF CONGRESS GIVES 25 PER
CENT OF LUMBER RECEIPTS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS, N. M.

I

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

.intzrt.st Paid on Timo Dopcslia
n
! J

AI

lb Ilcsa cf
The

3 Cost of EveFylhlng Eatable

most wholesome meat

for summer is HUTTON.
The Best Mutton in Las Vegas to be had at
r

I
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THESE ARE PRICES THAT
GET

.

SCHEDULE

PAGE SAMPLE FURNITURE CO.
507 Sixth Street
Phone Vegas 114

pu-pil- v'

TO

IMPROVEMENTS

A letter has been sent out' by the
district forester of the United States
department of agriculture telling of
the recent passing of a bill in con25 per cent of
gress eettig:aa-ideach year's gross receipts from the
sale of lumber in the national forestB
in New Mexico and Arizona to be
used in the upkeep of the roads
through the national forests.
As the roads in the mountains of
New Mexico are the best both in regard to scenery and in traveling ad
vantages this additional fund tot their
betterment will add greatly to their
excellence.
Most of the roads in the
national forests are of the scenic type
and must constantly be repaired in
order to make them safe.
In this letter the district forester
suggests that all who travel these
highways take precautions for tie
prevention of forest fires by building
their cooking fires ia a cleared spot,
and then burying the embers before
the party moves on. The good roads
are for prosperity but when the for
ests through which these roads run
are destroyed by the carelessness of
some traveler in not extinguishing)
his nre no receipts may be expected
as the cattle men, sheep men end
lumber men all suffer heavily fcy the
reeurreut fires.

BUSINESS

J. COHNSEN

623625

$ON.

Douglass

TIRES AHO TUBES

and

market
thread.
tires

tubes

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THE - DIBE1N: AOOR

0)

..Sayed by Using

I

3
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Plti'S PEM

SELK; RISING FLOUR

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks

-

-

--

ene-mls-
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